
DHARMA Tactical Mouse Utility Software

This time thank you for purchasing [DHARMA Tactical Mouse Rubbercoat/Drysand].
You can use functions such set to tracking, buttons, and create/assign script via 
DHARMA Control 2.2 utility software.
Because the flash memory inside mouse can save the setting, you can usually use 
mouse by the same setting in whereabouts or an event meeting place.

◆Preface

※Windows standard driver will drive mouse.

Install DHARMA Control 2.2
DHARMA Control 2.2 is utility software to be necessary for renewal and a change of 
the setting information of the main body of mouse.
DHARMA Control 2.2 need not be resident (if you need not the Profile Auto-change 
Function.)
But DHARMA Control 2.2 has many customization functions. If you want to change 
the settings of mouse, we recommend installing this software.

Note:
DHARMA Control 2.2 do gray out some functions when DPTM39 does not be 
connected.
When software made in other companies is introduced, it may not work normally 
via collision.
When a device made in other companies is installed, please uninstall.

◆About Software

DHARMA Control 2.2 provides the function of tracking setting, button setting, 
create/edit/manage scripts.
GUI was separated 3 tabs with function group.

◆Detail of Funstions

◆Main GUIStart / Resident / Close
DHARMA Control 2.2 is registered in [Start > DHARMAPOINT > DHARMA CONTROL 
2.2] if you did not change from default in installation.
DHARMA Control 2.2 be resident to task-tray when it starts.
If you want to close it, please click "終了" on context menu from task-tray icon.
*[X] button on GUI will perform minimize (not close).

About ”OS起動時に実行する”
It will toggle check and uncheck when you click this item on context menu from 
tray-icon.
When it checked, DHARMA Control 2.2 will start resident at same time of logon 
Windows.
(This function's default is ON.)

Uninstall DHARMA Control 2.2
This software does not add the "Uninstall" item to start menu.
If you want to uninstall this, please use Control Panel.

（Image is BUTTON SETTING Tab）

Role of each tabs
CPI SETTING & TOOL
It provides the settings about tracking as such as CPI and Report Rate.
In addition, it provides the functions about whole mouse settings as such as 
BACKUP, RESTORE and Reset.

SCRIPT SETTING
It provides the function about script as such as create/edit/manage.
You can create/edit script, save scripts to mouse memory of PC. You can also call 
preset scripts.

BUTTON SETTING
It provides button assignation and the "Profile Auto-change Function" settings to 
each 5 profiles.

DHARMA CONTROL 2 2.

Please read this manual before use by all means to have you use this product definitely.

※Please read this instruction manual carefully before becoming the use by this software.
    In addition, please allow you to confirm it anytime.

If you want to use DHARMA Control 2.2, you must update firmware.
Please do update the firmware by bundled [FWupdate_ (version number) .exe], 
before you start DHARMA Control 2.2.
In the case of the thing which firmware does not adapt to, the software may show 
not correct content and/or cause behavior that it not intentional.

◆About Firmware Update *Important*

*** SPECIAL NOTE for Overseas Customers ***
Sorry, This document is provided by machine translation.

If there is a point hard to find, please refer from the inquiry form of the official site. 
http://dharmapoint.net/support/

USER’S MANUAL
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◆ SCRIPT SETTING

◆ CPI SETTING & TOOL

① CPI
Drag the slider or arrow key on keybord will set CPI by 100 increments/decrements.
“Chain” symbol will toggle synchronization X and Y.

② 「(Red)1」もしくは「(Blue)2」
It is active and does which of two CPI setting (level) divided by the change with a CPI 
change button, or it changes it.
As for the active level, an orange triangle mark and background change in orange.
In addition, please operate a slider when you set the CPI of other level because it is 
performed for an active level when I set CPI with a slider after at first changing a level.

③ Debounce
It sets a D lei of the mouse button. It becomes weak for click movement not to aim at 
so that numerical value is small, but reply speed becomes fast.
※The default setting is 16. "The click movement not to aim at" to occur when you lowered it than 16 
     is out of the guarantee. Thank you for your understanding beforehand.

④ REPORT RATE
About the frequency that a mouse transmits information to a PC, the unit is displayed 
in Hz. With slider and arrow key of eight can choose it among pre-setting it.
※Higher settings will provide more quick and correct behavior, but it causes the high load 
     depending on a PC and a game title and it is comfortable and may not perform stable operation.

⑤ ANGLE SNAP
It inclines the X-axis and the Y-axis. A change by the 5 degrees is possible from -30 
degrees to +30 degree with slider and arrow key.

⑥ LIFT ADJUSTMENT
When you lifted a mouse, it coordinates the length of the sensor (Lift-Off Distance) to 
cut a reaction. By a slider and arrow key, setting by 1 is possible from 10 to 50.
The settings closer to 10 will shorten, and the settings closer to 50 will lengthen the 
LOD. But, too short settings versus surface will prevent tracking, please be careful.

⑦ Checkbox “較正を使用しない” 
When this check box is turned on, the manual setting with the slider becomes 
effective. It is off automatically when I carry out CALIBRATION (automatic calibration, 
the next clause), and appear to be contents set by automatic calibration. When you 
want to change it to manual setting again, I turn on check box, and, please operate a 
slider.

⑧ CALIBRATION “較正開始”
I let you look good, and it calibrates surface (mouse pad) using the reading setting of 
the sensor automatically.

⑨ Other Buttons
It perform movement of preservation and the reconstruction for the whole mouse.
The operation of the button of this section influences the setting contents in other 
tabs (SCRIPT SETTING, BUTTON SETTING).

“BACKUP” Save current settings ( ALL. it includea trackings, scripts, and profiles.) to a 
mbf file.
“SAVE” Save current settings to PC’s storage.
“LOAD” Reset to “SAVED” settings from PC’s storage.
“RESTORE” Reset to “BACKUPED” settings from aa mbf file. 
“RESET” Reset to the settings of the factory shipment. Reset to the settings of the 
factory shipment. Firmware version will be kept adapted last version by user.

① MOUSE MEMORY
It is the list of scripts stored to a mouse now. Change of the script name, SCRIPT 
EDITOR can identify contents in what they drop by double click. A mouse can store a 
script by making drag & drop from SCRIPT EDITOR and SCRIPT LIST. It is necessary to 
store the script which I made in the main body of mouse before setting it in BUTTON 
SETTING tab when I assign a script to mouse button.

Delay

② MEMORY
It display consumption of the current mouse memory.

③ SCRIPT EDITOR
This is main UI to create/edit a script.
Single click to select a line. Double-click to edit content as such as time of delay, target 
key of press or release.
Drag and drop following symbols to add action (line) to edit area.

④ Mode of Script
Double-click first line to change the mode of script.
“一回だけ実行” When you press assigned button, it performs till last line.
“ループモード” Loop Mode. When you press assigned button, It come back first and 
continue performing a line repeatedly if reach go until the last of the script. When you 
press assigned button again, script will stop.
“ファイヤーキーモード” While you press assigned button , script will performe 
repeatedly. 

⑤ Trash bin
It provides, Delete script from Mouse memory, Delete a line from SCRIPT EDITOR, 
Delete script or folder from SCRIPT LIST.
Drag target and drop it on a symbol of trash bin.

⑥ Edit symbols
Drag and drop to SCRIPT EDITOR, you can add a action to script.

Key Release (Keyboard)

Key Press (Keyboard) Button Press (Mouse)
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◆ BUTTON SETTING

◆ Customer Support

◆ If you doubt product's disfunction:

Because you offer the latest information of the product, the up date file of the product, 
the latest troubleshooting in the official Web site of the derm point, please use it by all 
means.

Click any key to add action to SCRIPT DITOR.
If you need not this, [X] button will close the Visual Keyboard. To show again, 
click “SCRIPT SETTING” tab.

⑦ Recording Mode Button
Pressing this button, Recording Mode starts. While Recording Mode, software does 
automatically registering user's input actions. While Recording Mode, this button changes 
to “STOP” button.

⑪ Visual Keyboard

About Profile Auto-change Function
Clicking “アプリケーションファイルを選択してください” will open file selection dialogue.
If exe which you appointed in this dialogue becomes active, the mouse change the profile 
automatically.
※This function need that DHARMA Control 2.2 resident (even minimized in task-tray.)
※This function does not work only by target exe having been opened. It is necessary to become active.
※When target exe was not active, there is no function to return a profile automatically. 
     Please substitute by appointing it in other profiles for "explorer.exe" (Desktop / Explorer).

① PROFILE
Button Settings will be stored per 5 profiles which indicate with color [Red][Green][Blue]
[Purple][Aqua].
Single Click a profile in this section to select which profile you edit. Double click to profile 
name to rename it.

In "アプリケーションファイルを選択してください", "Please select application file" means.
Click this box, you can select exe file to use Profile Auto-change Function. *I mention it 
later about this.

② Button assignation
Dropdown menu assigns function to button.
If Mouse Memory has any script, it be able to assign via “スクリプト” sub menu.

Button Release (Mouse)

Create New Folder

SAVE a selecting script to mcm file. This will be active only while you select a script.

IMPORT a “SAVED” script from mcm file. This will be 
active only while you select folder.

Scroll (Only 1 count turns a mouse wheel)
※1 counting is fixed, and the scroll can set only "UP" and 
"DOWN". When you want to turn it a lot, please register it as
 much as you need.

If it be checked, Recording Mode will record not only actions but also delay time.
 (For example, between action and action, between press and release.)

Because you offer the latest information of the product, the up date file of the product, 
the latest troubleshooting in the official Web site of the derm point, please use it by all 
means.

DHARMAPOINT “ダーマポイント” is a gaming brand of Solid Co., Ltd.

The details about the product are:
http://dharmapoint.net/

⑧ Clear Button
Pressing this button, the contents of SCRIPT EDITOR will be cleared.

⑩ Buttons on SCRIPT LIST

⑨ SCRIPT LIST
The list of script list which saved on DHARMA control 2.2 (on PC). Similar to “Preset” list.
Double Click folder symbol to open/close folder. Double Click any name to rename folder/
script name. Single Click to select folder/script. Drag script and drop on mouse memory to 
direct storing. Drag SCRIPT EDITOR and drop on SCRIPT LIST to add new script to the list.
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